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HURRICANE

Low noise model

The Hurricane Leaf and Litter Vacuum Sweeper
The Hurricane leaf and litter sweeper range solves the problem of collecting litter and leaves in public
and private areas. Four models are in the range; an entry level push along model, powered driven and
low-noise, driven walk-behind sweepers and the truck loader.
High Performance - Low Noise
Powered by Honda engines the Hurricane is a vacuum collector for use on lawns, pavements and
in outdoor areas. An advanced fan and turbine system shifts over 2500 cubic metres of air per hour
producing a vacuum powerful enough to collect the most compacted, wet litter and leaves and of
course discarded cans and bottles. Despite the power of the vacuum the Hurricane is quieter than
competitive machines due to its low-noise design. For areas such as schools and hospitals a noise
sensitive model that sounds 50% quieter is available.
MODELS:

ES-330B-01

ES-400HOPRO-06

ES-400PIA-06

LG-900HO-13

Description

Vacuum Sweeper

Vacuum Sweeper
Powered Drive

Low Noise Sweeper
Powered Drive

Truck Loader

Push vacuum for
leaves and litter.
Step less adjustment
of height.

Vacuum for leaves
and litter. 7 gear
transmission and
step less adjustment
of height.

Vacuum for leaves
and litter. 7 gear
transmission, step
less adjustment of
height and low noise
body.

Truck mounted
loader for leaves
and litter. 4 metre
long, 20cm diameter
suction hose.

Motor

Honda Petrol

Honda Petrol

Honda Petrol

Honda Petrol

Power

4.8kW (6.5 PS)

4.8kW (6.5 PS)

4.8kW (6.5 PS)

9.6kW (13 PS)

Weight

75kg

80kg

86kg

164kg

Transmission

None

6 forward plus
reverse gears

6 forward plus
reverse gears

None

Working
Width

75cm

75cm

75cm

Not applicable

Bag
Capacity

260 litres

260 litres

260 litres

Not applicable

Working
Height

5 - 10 cm

5 - 10 cm

5 - 10 cm

Not applicable

Overview

Accessories:
Dry bag with zipper, dry bag with swivel closure, wet bag with zipper, wet bag with swivel closure, 3
metre suction hose, extension suction hose (+3m), wear plate, left side brush, dust cover for dry bag,
noise reduction bag.
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